
 

 

 

Scout Gaming signs deal with Hero Gaming 

Scout Gaming has signed a deal with Hero Gaming for deliverance of the company's gaming platform. 

The deal allows Hero Gaming Group to provide Scout Gaming's full product offering to its end customers on 

all brands within the Group. Scout Gaming's platform is expected to be fully integrated into Hero Gaming's 

product range by the first half of 2020. 

“Since its inception, Hero Gaming has been a socially focused operator with strong growth, and their 

current expansion of sports betting with our products is another step in that direction and is of course very 

exciting for us. The fact that another innovative operator chooses our products clearly shows that the 

market is ready for new sport products”, comments Scout Gaming's CEO, Andreas Ternstrom. 

Hero Gaming is expected to launch several of Scout Gaming's products, including a completely new jackpot 

product. 

“We have an overall entertainment focus on our entire product portfolio and work continuously to ensure 

that we have a modern offering that puts the user experience first. With Scout Gaming, we are adding 

additional products on that theme, which will strengthen our product range in the sports aspect. Scout's 

sports products have a clear focus on individual player performance and offer our customers the possibility 

to win large prize pots with a relatively small effort, something we know is requested", comments Hero 

Gaming's Sportsbook Manager, Vegard Rinne. 

The agreement is expected to have a positive impact on Scout Gaming's revenues from the second half of 

2020. 

For further information, please contact: 

Andreas Ternström, CEO 

Tel: +46 706 770 660 

Email: andreas.ternstrom@scoutgaminggroup.com 

About Hero Gaming 

Hero Gaming was founded in 2013 with a pronounced ambition to combine games with entertainment. The 

Group operates amongst others Casino Heroes and Speedy Bet and has a total of six brands and has 

approximately 100 employees. The Group's first brand Casino Heroes was launched in 2014 with an initial 

focus on the Scandinavian markets. Read more about Hero Gaming at www.herogaming.com. 

About Scout Gaming Group 

Scout Gaming Group is a licensed and regulated provider of B2B Daily Fantasy Sports. The company offers a 

flexible and customizable network-based Fantasy Sports solution with support for most sports and leagues 

through an in-house StatCenter which also provides real-time information to players. Local sports can be 

provided on request. The Group is headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden with development and operations 

in Bergen, Norway, and Lviv, Ukraine. Sales, support, and product management is handled from the office 

in Malta. Scout Gaming is listed on the Nasdaq First North Growth Market and the Certified Adviser is 

Redeye AB. Contact details: Certifiedadviser@redeye.se, +46 (0)8 121 576 90. 

 

This information is information that Scout Gaming Group AB is obliged to make public pursuant to the EU 

Market Abuse Regulation. The information was submitted for publication, through the agency of the 

contact person set out above, at 08.30 CET on 25 March 2020. 


